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and the sun-baking, the sublimation and the distillation,
which so prolongedly was practised, set tip chemical change,
reaction, decomposition, destroyed the virtue or the nature,
and effectually altered or annulled the venomous properties
originally possessed by the subject of so much empiricism.
As simples, they certainly would have been veneScous. As
compounds, they might have caused grave inconvenience.
But, heterogeneously compounded with alien matter, boiled
to disintegration for weeks and months together, their effect
surely could not be predicted. They might have been dan-
gerous ; or they might not: there is no knowing.
There is no defined charge against the House of Borgia
of having compassed their enemies' deaths by means of
venomous rings. The vulgar conception of a venomous
ring is not unconnected with a needle-point, Tor point,)
projecting from the bezel, along which a minute drop of
deadly venom can be made to flow; and which pierces the
hand that grasps it, inducing syncope and death. Or, an- -
other kind conceals a small box in the bezel, containing a
tiny capsule of glass wherein venom innocuously lurks,
until the glass is broken on the lips.
At the Victoria and Albert Museum of South Kensing-
ton, and at the University Galleries of Oxford, there are
very splendid collections of rings. Neither collection con-
tains a ring having the legendary needle-point, (or point:)
but each collection has a ring which may have been a proxi-
mate occasion of the vulgar belief.
N° 916 at South Kensington is a massive ring of brass,
I%6 inches in diameter; and has an octagonal bezel ex-
ternally armed with a quincunx of spikes. It belongs to the
Eighteenth Century, and is of the kind worn by Bavarian
peasant-lads on the right middle finger at the present day.
N° 385 at Oxford is an Italian ring of the Fourteenth

